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Fig. 4.2 AES encryption block diagram

can add, subtract, multiply and invert. Before we introduce the definition of a field,
we first need the concept of a a simpler algebraic structure, a group.
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Details of AES round structure

100 4 The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

S-Box. The 16-byte output B0, . . . ,B15 is permuted byte-wise in the ShiftRows layer
and mixed by the MixColumn transformation c(x). Finally, the 128-bit subkey ki is
XORed with the intermediate result. We note that AES is a byte-oriented cipher.

Key Addition

s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s
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k i

Byte Substitution

MixColumn

ShiftRows

Fig. 4.3 AES round function for rounds 1,2, . . . ,nr −1

This is in contrast to DES, which makes heavy use of bit permutation and can thus
be considered to have a bit-oriented structure.

In order to understand how the data moves through AES, we first imagine that the
state A (i.e., the 128-bit data path) consisting of 16 bytes A0,A1, . . . ,A15 is arranged
in a four-by-four byte matrix:

A0 A4 A8 A12

A1 A5 A9 A13

A2 A6 A10 A14

A3 A7 A11 A15

As we will see in the following, AES operates on elements, columns or rows of
the current state matrix. Similarly, the key bytes are arranged into a matrix with four
rows and four (128-bit key), six (192-bit key) or eight (256-bit key) columns. Here
is, as an example, the state matrix of a 192-bit key:
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The Byte Substitution Layer / AES S-box
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On a bit level — and remember, the only thing that is ultimate of interest in encryp-
tion is the manipulation of bits — this substitution can be described as:

S(11000010) = (00100101).

⋄

Even though the S-Box is bijective, it does not have any fixed points, i.e., there
aren’t any input values Ai such that S(Ai) = Ai. Even the zero-input is not a fixed
point: S(00000000) = (01100011).

Example 4.9. Let’s assume the input to the Byte Substitution layer is

(C2,C2, . . . ,C2)

in hexadecimal notation. The output state is then

(25,25, . . . ,25).

⋄

Mathematical description of the S-Box For readers who are interested in how
the S-Box entries are constructed, a more detailed description now follows. This
description, however, is not necessary for a basic understanding of AES, and the
remainder of this subsection can be skipped without problem. Unlike the DES S-
Boxes, which are essentially random tables that fulfill certain properties, the AES
S-Boxes have a strong algebraic structure. An AES S-Box can be viewed as a two-
step mathematical transformation (Fig. 4.4).
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Fig. 4.4 The two operations within the AES S-Box which computes the function Bi = S(Ai)

The first part of the substitution is a Galois field inversion, the mathematics of
which were introduced in Sect. 4.3.2. For each input element Ai, the inverse is com-
puted: B′

i = A−1
i , where both Ai and B′

i are considered elements in the field GF(28)
with the fixed irreducible polynomial P(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1. A lookup table
with all inverses is shown in Table 4.2. Note that the inverse of the zero element does
not exist. However, for AES it is defined that the zero element Ai = 0 is mapped to
itself.

In the second part of the substitution, each byte B′
i is multiplied by a constant bit-

matrix followed by the addition of a constant 8-bit vector. The operation is described
by:

where the affine mapping is
MB′i + v mod 2

with matrix M and vector v
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Note that B′ = (b′7, . . . ,b
′
0) is the bitwise vector representation of B′

i(x) = A−1
i (x).

This second step is referred to as affine mapping. Let’s look at an example of how
the S-Box computations work.

Example 4.10. We assume the S-Box input Ai = (11000010)2 = (C2)hex. From Ta-
ble 4.2 we can see that the inverse is:

A−1
i = B′

i = (2F)hex = (00101111)2.

We now apply the B′
i bit vector as input to the affine transformation. Note that the

least significant bit (lsb) b′0 of B′
i is at the rightmost position.

Bi = (00100101) = (25)hex

Thus, S((C2)hex) = (25)hex, which is exactly the result that is also given in the S-Box
Table 4.3.

⋄

If one computes both steps for all 256 possible input elements of the S-Box and
stores the results, one obtains Table 4.3. In most AES implementations, in particular
in virtually all software realizations of AES, the S-Box outputs are not explicitly
computed as shown here, but rather lookup tables like Table 4.3 are used. However,
for hardware implementations it is sometimes advantageous to realize the S-Boxes
as digital circuits which actually compute the inverse followed by the affine map-
ping.

The advantage of using inversion in GF(28) as the core function of the Byte
Substitution layer is that it provides a high degree of nonlinearity, which in turn
provides optimum protection against some of the strongest known analytical attacks.
The affine step “destroys” the algebraic structure of the Galois field, which in turn
is needed to prevent attacks that would exploit the finite field inversion.

4.4.2 Diffusion Layer

In AES, the Diffusion layer consists of two sublayers, the ShiftRows transformation
and the MixColumn transformation. We recall that diffusion is the spreading of the
influence of individual bits over the entire state. Unlike the nonlinear S-Box, the

B_i M B’_i v
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The ShiftRows Layer

Place output from byte substitution in a matrix

104 4 The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

diffusion layer performs a linear operation on state matrices A,B, i.e., DIFF(A)+
DIFF(B) = DIFF(A+B).

ShiftRows Sublayer

The ShiftRows transformation cyclically shifts the second row of the state matrix
by three bytes to the right, the third row by two bytes to the right and the fourth
row by one byte to the right. The first row is not changed by the ShiftRows trans-
formation. The purpose of the ShiftRows transformation is to increase the diffusion
properties of AES. If the input of the ShiftRows sublayer is given as a state matrix
B = (B0,B1, . . . ,B15):

B0 B4 B8 B12

B1 B5 B9 B13

B2 B6 B10 B14

B3 B7 B11 B15

the output is the new state:

B0 B4 B8 B12 no shift
B5 B9 B13 B1 ←− one position left shift
B10 B14 B2 B6 ←− two positions left shift
B15 B3 B7 B11 ←− three positions left shift

(4.1)

MixColumn Sublayer

The MixColumn step is a linear transformation which mixes each column of the
state matrix. Since every input byte influences four output bytes, the MixColumn
operation is the major diffusion element in AES. The combination of the ShiftRows
and MixColumn layer makes it possible that after only three rounds every byte of
the state matrix depends on all 16 plaintext bytes.

In the following, we denote the 16-byte input state by B and the 16-byte output
state by C:

MixColumn(B) = C,

where B is the state after the ShiftRows operation as given in Expression (4.1).
Now, each 4-byte column is considered as a vector and multiplied by a fixed

4× 4 matrix. The matrix contains constant entries. Multiplication and addition of
the coefficients is done in GF(28). As an example, we show how the first four output
bytes are computed:

Perform the ShiftRows

104 4 The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

diffusion layer performs a linear operation on state matrices A,B, i.e., DIFF(A)+
DIFF(B) = DIFF(A+B).

ShiftRows Sublayer

The ShiftRows transformation cyclically shifts the second row of the state matrix
by three bytes to the right, the third row by two bytes to the right and the fourth
row by one byte to the right. The first row is not changed by the ShiftRows trans-
formation. The purpose of the ShiftRows transformation is to increase the diffusion
properties of AES. If the input of the ShiftRows sublayer is given as a state matrix
B = (B0,B1, . . . ,B15):

B0 B4 B8 B12

B1 B5 B9 B13

B2 B6 B10 B14

B3 B7 B11 B15

the output is the new state:

B0 B4 B8 B12 no shift
B5 B9 B13 B1 ←− one position left shift
B10 B14 B2 B6 ←− two positions left shift
B15 B3 B7 B11 ←− three positions left shift

(4.1)

MixColumn Sublayer

The MixColumn step is a linear transformation which mixes each column of the
state matrix. Since every input byte influences four output bytes, the MixColumn
operation is the major diffusion element in AES. The combination of the ShiftRows
and MixColumn layer makes it possible that after only three rounds every byte of
the state matrix depends on all 16 plaintext bytes.

In the following, we denote the 16-byte input state by B and the 16-byte output
state by C:

MixColumn(B) = C,

where B is the state after the ShiftRows operation as given in Expression (4.1).
Now, each 4-byte column is considered as a vector and multiplied by a fixed

4× 4 matrix. The matrix contains constant entries. Multiplication and addition of
the coefficients is done in GF(28). As an example, we show how the first four output
bytes are computed:

Compare to diagram
B0 B5 B10 B15 B4 B9 B14 B3 B8 B13 B2 B7 B12 B1 B6 B11
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The MixColumns Layer


C0 C4 C8 C12
C1 C5 C9 C13
C2 C6 C10 C14
C3 C7 C11 C15

 =


02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02



B0 B4 B8 B12
B5 B9 B13 B1
B10 B14 B2 B6
B15 B3 B7 B11



Notice that all operations in the matrix multiplication are taking place in GF(28)
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The 128-bit AES Key Schedule
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Fig. 4.5 AES key schedule for 128-bit key size

computed as follows. As can be seen in the figure, the leftmost word of a subkey
W [4i], where i = 1, . . . ,10, is computed as:

W [4i] = W [4(i−1)]+g(W [4i−1]).

Here g() is a nonlinear function with a four-byte input and output. The remaining
three words of a subkey are computed recursively as:

W [4i+ j] = W [4i+ j−1]+W [4(i−1)+ j],

where i = 1, . . . ,10 and j = 1,2,3. The function g() rotates its four input bytes,
performs a byte-wise S-Box substitution, and adds a round coefficient RC to it. The
round coefficient is an element of the Galois field GF(28), i.e, an 8-bit value. It is
only added to the leftmost byte in the function g(). The round coefficients vary from
round to round according to the following rule:

RC[i] = xi

Need to generate 44 words of 32-bits each
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The 192-bit AES Key Schedule
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Fig. 4.6 AES key schedule for 192-bit key sizes

why such an implementation on a device with limited memory resources, such as a
smart card, is sometimes not desireable.

2. On-the-fly A new subkey is derived for every new round during the encryption
(decryption) of a plaintext (ciphertext). Please note that when decrypting cipher-
texts, the last subkey is XORed first with the ciphertext. Therefore, it is required to
recursively derive all subkeys first and then start with the decryption of a ciphertext
and the on-the-fly generation of subkeys. As a result of this overhead, the decryption
of a ciphertext is always slightly slower than the encryption of a plaintext when the
on-the-fly generation of subkeys is used.

RC[i] = xi

Need to generate 52 words of 32-bits each
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The 256-bit AES Key Schedule
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Fig. 4.7 AES key schedule for 256-bit key size

4.5 Decryption

Because AES is not based on a Feistel network, all layers must actually be in-
verted, i.e., the Byte Substitution layer becomes the Inv Byte Substitution layer,
the ShiftRows layer becomes the Inv ShiftRows layer, and the MixColumn layer
becomes Inv MixColumn layer. However, as we will see, it turns out that the inverse
layer operations are fairly similar to the layer operations used for encryption. In ad-

RC[i] = xi

Need to generate 60 words of 32-bits each
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